Backend Developer

targeting on your terms

We’re looking for a Backend Developer to join our agile team in Porto!

 

Who are we?
We develop high performance, big data, low latency systems for online marketing. We
are an international company with o ces in the US, Germany, Denmark, and a
development team here in Portugal.
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he Porto team is made up of a diverse set of folks from multiple backgrounds and
e pertise. If you want to know more, check out weirdmath.com.
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What are we looking for?
We’re looking for someone that’d love to be responsible for:

- Developing and maintaining our services (backend and middle-end)
 
- Analyzing and designing software architectures that meet the actual business needs 
- Writing simple and maintainable code capable of processing large amounts of data


It’s awesome if you:
- ave a strong I background (Software Engineering or Computer Science
- Are so comfortable with object-oriented programming that you can do it with your eyes close
- hink that these technologies are a breeze
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.Net

Git

Great to ave
H

Powershell
Nice to ave
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- Aren’t afraid of microservices 
- Enjoy performance and low-latency challenges that re uire crazy-fast cod
- Speak and write English easily (but we’re not looking for Shakespeare)
 
- ave a thirst for knowledge and how things wor
- Are a little bit pedantic about clean code
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What we can offer:
- Great and flexible working conditions
 
- Competitive salary with lots of benefits
 
- Chance to work on a leading-edge project
 
- Work right in the center of Porto (close to public transport)
 
- And all the other usual things – work from home, free snacks, team activities, 
beers in the fridge, and FIFA



Like what you’ve read? Email us at jobs@semasio.com
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